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ABSTRACT The deployment of small-scale renewable energy sources will transform the management of

energy grids towards more decentralized solutions in which the prosumers will have a more active role.

Regulatory and market barriers are driving the implementation of virtual aggregation models in which the

small-scale prosumers work together on a larger scale to gain benefits that could not be obtained on an

individual basis. In this paper, we propose to use public blockchain and self-enforcing smart contracts to

construct Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) of prosumers to provide energy services. Amodel has been defined for

capturing the prosumer level constraints in terms of available energy profiles and energy service requirements

enabling their optimal aggregation in hierarchical structures. A lightweight decentralized solution for VPPs

construction is implemented using smart contracts enabling its efficient running on the public blockchain.

Smart contracts are encoding the model constraints and are defining functionalities for prosumers to

initiate or join a VPP implementing the complete chain of Offer-Operate-Measure-Remunerate actions.

The VPP will be managed on top of a distributed ledger technology offering decentralized functionality

for tracking and validating the delivery of energy based on the blockchain transactions and for energy and

financial settlement, the remuneration being done according to the amount of energy provided by individual

prosumers. Experimental results show that the proposed solution runs successfully on the public blockchain

with good execution time and can address Balancing Responsible Party requests for additional generation.

The overhead in terms of gas consumption and transactional throughput stays within reasonable boundaries.

INDEX TERMS Public blockchain, virtual power plant, smart contract, small prosumers, distributed ledger

technology, peer to peer energy trading.

I. INTRODUCTION

The deployment of small-scale renewable energy resources

had enabled the adoption of new business models in which

the producers and consumers (prosumers) are enabled to par-

ticipate in the management of the energy system. Nowadays

regulatory and economic factors are driving the implemen-

tation of virtual aggregation models in which the small-scale

prosumers work together on a larger scale to gain benefits that

could not be achieved on an individual basis [1]. For exam-

ple, even though Demand Response (DR) is acknowledged

as a significant service for reducing the grid management

costs, the potential reward from participation makes such

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Srinivas Sampalli .

programs unattractive for small individual prosumers. More-

over, the minimum thresholds for participation in energy

markets are too large for allowing the participation of single-

family houses that have renewable energy generation capac-

ity. According to [2], to operate on the national markets,

several constraints need to bemet, making the prosumers inel-

igible for trading on these markets: a minimum bid or offer

size, symmetric bidding requirements (e.g. both upwards and

downwards flexibility), activation time (e.g. reserves can be

required to be online up to 10 hours). For these reasons,

the actors of the energy markets are usually retailers, large

power plants, etc.

Finally, the high energy prices, the improvement of renew-

able technology, and lowering deployment costs are also

drivers for the implementation of virtual models. They may
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combine the need for decarbonization and local commu-

nity sustainability goals with the delivery of energy services

to the main grid [2], [3]. The virtual aggregation mod-

els may successfully mitigate and address grid-level value

streams and operational constraints with local management

of prosumers and communities [4], [5]. The small-scale pro-

sumers can provide a good opportunity for decarbonizing the

energy system, while at the same time reducing pressure on

the local grid and contributing to their economic develop-

ment. In this way, the local community of residents will be

engaged in the optimized cooperative management of non-

grid owned (e.g. consumers-owned) distributed renewable

energy sources, and/or in participating in shared investments

in district-level renewable generation and storage.

In the computer science field, lately, there is a growing

interest the blockchain technology and its usage for decentral-

izing the energy system [6], [7]. Blockchain-based systems

have been implemented in different sectors of the economy.

They provide effective ways to: reduce costs, improve con-

trol, and competition among small size suppliers and the large

traditional ones. Blockchain-based systems are mostly used

for those domains that are characterized by high demand

variability, diversity, and low granularities or scales. These

are also characteristics of nowadays power networks that

must deal with the rise and deployment of small-scale pro-

sumers. There are several advantages of using the blockchain

for smart energy grid management. Most of them are linked

to the technical characteristics and working principles of

blockchain. First is the decentralization of trust allowing the

prosumers to trade energy among them in a peer to peer fash-

ion. Second is the immutability of blockchain which ensures

that all energy transactions once registered in the distributed

ledger will not be modified. The third is the token-based digi-

tization of energy allowing it to be traded as an asset and to be

tracked until the moment of creation in the blockchain. Forth

is the distributed database of energy transactions enabled by

the blocks replication and consensusmechanism empowering

each peer node to validate the state of the ledger. Finally,

is the use of self-enforcing smart contracts that can encode

business rules at the peer node level which can automatize de

delivery of energy services as also as a means of enforcing

a decentralized control of energy assets. So, the blockchain

stores the tamper-proof log of energy transactions while the

smart contracts the rules that need to be verified and enforced

by peer nodes [8], [9]. They are triggered by transactions calls

that require a distributed ledger state update considering the

smart contracts execution results.

In this context, the decentralized management of pro-

sumers energy loads and supply is an emerging trend that

facilitates the implementation of collective actions for assur-

ing the self-supply of local energy demand. The local energy

communities may become a stakeholder able to identify and

manage the members’ energy needs and contribute to the

smart grid resilience. Along such innovation trajectory, Vir-

tual Power Plants (VPPs) can be constructed by prosumers to

aggregate the locally generated renewable energy and trade

FIGURE 1. VPP of small-scale prosumers and energy delivery.

it on the wholesale market to other stakeholders such as the

Balancing Responsible Parties (BRPs) (see Figure 1).

The BRPs are assigned to wider regions of the grid. They

evaluate possible imbalances between production and con-

sumption [10], [11] and take corrective measures to achieve

a balanced position. For balancing actions with a granularity

higher than 15 minutes, the BRP registers orders during the

intra-day trading period to access cross zonal resources such

as the flexibility and energy generation provided by the VPPs.

To provide the required energy service one should select,

aggregate, and coordinate local energy production sources

and flexible assets featuring controllable loads. In our vision,

blockchain technology with its advantages will improve the

phases of this process. All prosumers in a local community

will be registered as peer nodes of the blockchain network,

and the monitored energy data is stored as energy transactions

in the distributed ledger. Using block replication all the other

peers be made aware of the exact levels of local energy con-

sumption and production. The self-enforcing smart contracts

define the prosumer level constraints concerning the energy

demand, generation, and available flexibility. The constraints

are automatically enforced based on monitored energy data

and are used to construct prosumers’ bids for joining the VPP.

In this way, the selection of the VPP members is automated.

After a prosumer joins a newly created VPP, the service

level constraints can be automatically injected into its smart

contract for monitoring the actual energy delivery. These con-

tracts are also registered in the blockchain, similarly with the

transactions. Thus, all prosumers will validate the integrity of

the executed actions such as energy tokens issued, bids and

offers, monitored energy values, etc. In this way, the energy

and financial settlement of the VPP can be carried out in

a decentralized manner without needing the validation of a

trusted third-party intermediary.

In this way, active and reactive power of energy resources

connected in the distribution network might be aggregated

and coordinated in VPPs to provide energy or ancillary ser-

vices to either Transmission System Operator or Distribu-

tion System Operator (DSO). VPP can, therefore, perform

ancillary services such as aggregated active power to ensure

tertiary reserve for the Transmission System Operator (TSO)
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by using a hierarchy of aggregations. Also, it may aggregate

reactive power for performing voltage secondary control for

the DSO and exchange of a controlled reactive power with

the TSO, thus providing for its specific ancillary services.

However, if the granularity is smaller than 15 minutes, it is

the responsibility of the TSO to balance the grid by reduc-

ing or increasing the demand and supply. This is possible by

accessing reserve assets that are directly contracted.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical solution for con-

structing and managing VPPs composed of small-scale pro-

sumers using blockchain and self-enforcing smart contracts.

We bring the following novel contributions:

• A model for prosumers optimal aggregation in VPPs

to meet energy service requirements and minimize the

energy cost while considering prosumers constraints

such as available flexibility, production, storage, etc.

• A lightweight decentralized solution for VPPs construc-

tion using hierarchical structures and smart contracts

enabling its efficient running completely on a public

blockchain. It allows to couple prosumer smart energy

meter with a self-enforcing smart contract that will also

define as rules the prosumer energy constraints and

preferences such as time of delivery and energy price.

The smart contracts feature functionalities for prosumers

to initiate the construction of a hierarchical VPP by

opening an energy trading session or to join a VPP by

placing energy offers according to its constraints and

preferences.

• A solution for energy delivery tracking and finan-

cial settlement of VPP hierarchical structure on top

of the blockchain implementing the complete chain

of Offer-Operate-Measure-Remunerate actions. Energy

market or service level objectives are injected as busi-

ness rules into the prosumers’ smart contracts to set

the amount of energy to be delivered. This will provide

the decentralized functionalities for VPP operation such

as aggregate and offer before gate closure by using

energy transactions stored in a blockchain and finally the

near real-time validation, settlement, and remuneration

according to the amount of energy provided by individ-

ual prosumers.

Table 1 describes the terms and technical abbreviations

used throughout the paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

presents the existing state of the art literature in the area of

decentralized management of VPPs, Section III details the

proposed VPP model, Section IV presents the blockchain-

based solution for organizing and managing prosumers in

VPPs, Section V presents relevant experiments and results

and finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The decentralized aggregation of prosumers in VPPs to pro-

vide energy services is only tangential addressed by the

TABLE 1. Abbreviations and letter symbols.
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state-of-the-art literature even though technological enablers

such as blockchain and Peer to Peer (P2P) energy trading

show great potential.

Most works in the field are dealing with the development

of multi-criteria optimization heuristics for scheduling var-

ious energy assets participation in the VPP to meet service

level objectives [12]–[14]. Modeling solutions for optimal

scheduling are either deterministic or stochastic. The opti-

mization problem is most of the time modeled as mixed-

integer linear programming and used to assist VPP managers

in making medium-term energy trading and increasing the

profit [15], [16]. The stochastic solution considers factors

such as the uncertainties about the prediction of market price,

energy demand, or generation in the VPP’s optimal operation.

VPP architectures and optimization solutions are proposed

for aggregating building-side energy resources to participate

in the wholesale power market and distribution network-

side regulation market [17]–[19]. Some authors are aiming

to minimize the community costs by reducing the positive

values representing the buying of energy from the com-

munity (consumption) with the negative values representing

the selling of energy to the community (production) [20],

[21]. Models for considering other energy vectors such as

thermal energy are investigated aiming to gain even more

VPP level flexibility targeting the participation in spinning

reserve markets [22], [23]. The main problem with these

solutions is that they are in general expensive when it comes

to computational aspects such as time and resources, being

difficult to be integrated with decentralized technologies such

as blockchain.

Few approaches are addressing the decentralized construc-

tion and management of VPP even though it has the potential

of removing some of the barriers [24]–[26] for prosumers

engagement such as the need for local governance, insuffi-

cient consideration of their needs and local constraints, data

centralization and privacy concerns. Blockchain and smart

contracts assure a high level of decentralization and may suc-

cessfully address local constraints and community needs [27].

The authors of [28] propose a Federated Power Plant, lever-

aging on the potential of P2Pmarkets to find opportunities for

the registered prosumers to form coalitions and participate in

the wholesale energy markets. This is considered as a poten-

tial alternative model to the centralized VPP coordination

strategies problems in which the coordinator may not have all

the time the interest to find the optimal solution for the pro-

sumers needs. A community-driven platform for flexibility

provision that uses a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)

is proposed in [29]. The communities form VPPs mainly

with individual prosumers with Photovoltaic (PV) infrastruc-

ture targeting to provide ancillary services to the electri-

cal power system. For coordination, the authors propose a

heuristic algorithm combined with the blockchain via Oracles

and democratic consensus of the community. In [30] the

authors describe blockchain-based transaction management

inside a VPP. The energy nodes can register their predicted

trade amount, price, and hour, while the VPP aggregator is

responsible for the transaction management. A continuous

double auction mechanism is employed over the registered

purchase and sales to ensure P2P energy transactions within

the VPP. A similar solution is detailed in [31], where a P2P

energy trading mechanism is implemented for settling energy

transactions inside a VPP. However, the authors propose the

use of an English auction system for each agent that wants to

enter the energy market and trade energy. In [32] the authors

propose a VPP decentralized energy trading solution that uses

P2P mechanisms. A stochastic optimization model is defined

to consider the uncertainties of wind and PV power sources

while a multidimensional willingness bidding strategy is used

for P2P negotiations. Smart contracts for energy trading in

VPPs are described in [33], implementing a blockchain-based

VPP transaction model. DLT is used to store the account-

ing data from the electricity trading such as the financial

settlement data and electricity monitored data. A proof of

concept for a self-organizing community of prosumers is

presented in [34]. A decentralized control solution is imple-

mented using smart contracts and validated with success on

four households for two days’ activity. The authors of [35]

present a decentralized cooperative framework for addressing

DR programs. Their purpose is to manage the daily energy

transactions between a group of buildings having renewable

energy sources on-premises. The proposed mechanism con-

sists of a day-ahead community-level planning phase and an

online tracking and monitoring phase, smart contracts being

used to compute the aggregated cost function based on each

participant’s input. Authors of [36] propose a blockchain-

based mechanism for grouping prosumers for better profits

in the P2P market operations. A greedy algorithm is applied

to take into consideration factors like the prosumer’s local-

ity, the reliability factor depending on the type of energy

provided, and the actual amount provided. Finally, in [37]

a decentralized energy consumption game is proposed to

minimize the costs of the entire community by optimizing

the consumption of the individual consumers. The purpose is

to determine a plan for scheduling the appliances such that

to minimize the operational cost using a branch and bound

solution implemented using smart contracts.

Analyzing the reviewed literature, the following several

gaps are identified.Most of the existing studies are focused on

the business process of VPP peer to peer energy trading and

not on the usage of blockchain for the actual VPP construc-

tion. They require well-known energy levels for their mem-

bers to guarantee energy distribution. Small scales prosumers

are rarely considered with insufficient consideration of their

needs and local constraints. Existing blockchain-based solu-

tions are using heuristics for aggregating the prosumers in

VPP to meet a market service and such algorithms cannot

be executed on blockchain due to its costs. Some authors

even consider that the public blockchain-based solutions can-

not be truly decentralized because of the Oracle usage for

heuristics and they use private deployments that have some

prosumers participation. Finally, they lack a mechanism for

injecting energy service goals as rules into the smart contracts
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associated with prosumers enabling the truly decentralized

tracking and settlement of delivery.

In this paper, we address the identified gaps by proposing a

public blockchain-based solution for VPPs construction that

provides a trackable, auditable, and decentralized aggregation

of small prosumers. A model has been defined for optimal

aggregation of energy prosumers using a hierarchical struc-

ture to meet the energy service requirements and minimize

energy cost while considering prosumers’ constraints in terms

of available generation, storage flexibility, etc. Model decen-

tralization and integration with the blockchain is achieved

by using smart contracts that capture model constraints and

defined operations while enforcing each prosumer’s respon-

sibility in tracking and validating the promised energy value

delivery. Even though blockchain can guarantee decentral-

ization, due to security reasons, each instruction executed on

the blockchain has an additional overhead which sometimes

can be substantial. A feasible implementation on the public

blockchain needs to be lightweight in terms of consumed

gas and transaction throughput. Our blockchain solution for

VPP construction meets is exclusively implemented using

smart contracts thus being lightweight and decentralized. The

defined smart contracts allow the construction of hierarchi-

cal VPP structures in a truly decentralized manner running

completely onto the public blockchain avoiding the Oracle

problem mentioned in the literature.

III. VIRTUAL POWER PLANT MODEL

We consider a set of N energy prosumers from a local energy

system or community that are willing to participate in a VPP

to provide energy services to the main grid:

Prosumer[N ] = {prosumerk |k ∈ {1 . . .N }} (1)

The prosumers considered are small scale in terms of

energy profiles like regular households featuring renewable

energy generation units, electrical energy storage units, and

flexible energy demand. We define T = [TS ,TE ] as the

optimization time horizon for service delivery, Eg the energy

generation profiles, Ec the energy demand profiles, and Es the

energy storage profiles:

prosumerk =< Ekg (t) ,Ekc (t) ,Eks (t) >, ∀t ∈ T (2)

The energy generation profiles are determined by the

energy production capability of the prosumer. They are

related to the actual physical components involved in the

generation, such as photovoltaic panels (PV panels) or wind

turbines, and dependent on the local weather forecast. The

total energy generation G of a prosumer is bounded during

the energy service delivery interval T :

Gk =
∑TE

t=Ts
Ekg (t) (3)

0 ≤ Gk ≤

TE
∫

TS

PMAX (t)dt, ∀k ∈ {1 . . .N } (4)

where PMAX is the upper limit on the power that may be

generated.

The prosumer’s energy demand profiles are adjustable

being characterized by energy flexibility that can be shifted

outside of the energy service delivery interval. The flexibility

loads (Ef ) are mostly driven by the adjustable energy demand

of comfort or ambient assistive services such as illumina-

tion or air conditioning based on the residents’ preferences.

The energy flexibility that may be shifted is calculated as:

Fk =
∑TE

t=Ts
Ekf (t) (5)

In this way, the energy consumption of the prosumer can

be reduced or increased with the baseline energy profile (Eb)

that represents the regular energy profile in the absence of the

service:

Ekc (t) = Ekb (t) ± Ekf (t) , ∀t ∈ T (6)

The total baseline energy consumption is determined as:

Bk =
∑TE

t=Ts
Ekb (t) (7)

By decreasing their energy consumption below the base-

line, the saved energy can be used to increase the amount of

energy provided to the energy service. The energy consump-

tion of the prosumer is determined as:

Ck =
∑TE

t=Ts
Ekc (t) (8)

and it is bounded as:

Bk − Fk ≤ Ck ≤ Bk + Fk (9)

The prosumer’s energy storage system profiles are deter-

mined by the charging or discharging of the on-site available

batteries. Based on the battery characteristics we consider in

our model: the maximum capacity of the Electrical Energy

Storage (EES) system, 5EES , the energy storage profile Es,

the maximum depth of discharge DoD, the actual charging

ϕEES and discharging rates σEES , and finally, the maximum

charging and discharging rates 8MAX, 9MAX. The following

constraints define the safe operation of the battery system:

5EES ∗ DoD ≤ Eks (t) ≤ 5EES , ∀t ∈ T (10)

0 ≤ ϕkEES (t) ≤ 8k
MAX , ∀t ∈ T (11)

0 ≤ σ kESS (t) ≤ 9k
MAX , ∀t ∈ T (12)

The total energy of the prosumer energy storage system S

that may be used during energy service delivery is:

Sk =

TE
∫

TS

σ kESS (t)dt −

TE
∫

TS

ϕkEES (t)dt (13)

The energy still available in a battery at the end of the

delivery interval is determined as:

Eks (TE ) = Eks (TS) +

TE
∫

TS

ϕkEES (t)dt −

TE
∫

TS

σ kESS (t)dt (14)
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The prosumer maximum amount of energy over the ser-

vice delivery interval is computed as the energy quantity of

energy that can be injected into the grid, considering the local

generation, the stored energy, and flexibility:

Ekoffer = Gk + Sk −

(

Ck − Fk
)

(15)

The prosumer energy offer will have associated a price,

Pkoffer , and the energy amount will be always bounded above

by the maximum amount of energy it may provide consider-

ing that its available energy is higher than its consumption:

0 < Ekoffer ≤ EkMAX (16)

Ck − Fk < Gk + Sk (17)

The bid request to join a VPP is driven by the energy

service request and features an amount of energy demand

Ebid , the reward offered for prosumers to deliver the energy

and the interval for delivery:

VPPbid = {Ebid ,Reward, [T S ,TE ]} (18)

A VPP on layer α of the hierarchy will be created using

a subset of prosumers from layer 0 and smaller VPPs from

layers α − 1, α − 2, . . . , 1. We define, τ , a binary array of

length N + M , where N is the number of prosumers and M

of the smaller VPPs. τi ∈ {0, 1} , states if a prosumer or a

smaller VPP is a member or not in the current VPP:

VPPα = {mem[i]|i ∈ {1,N +M} ,

mem ∈ Prosumer ∪ {VPPα−1} andτi = 1} (19)

Also, VPPs from layers α − 1, α − 2, . . . , 1 can submit

energy offers to join a VPP on level α:

VPPoffer = {Eoffer ,Poffer } (20)

The energy offer of a VPP is aggregating all the energy

offers of its members until the bid energy demand is meet

and the total energy prices are lower than the reward:

Eoffer (VPP) =
∑M+N

i=1
τi ∗ E

i
offer (21)

∑N+M

i=1
τi ∗ P

i
offer ≤ Reward (22)

∑M+N

i=1
τi ∗ E

i
offer ≥ Edemand (23)

The VPP construction optimization problem is modeled

as a constraint satisfaction problem featuring the constraints

defined in relations above and an objective function that is

aiming to minimize the distance between the energy demand

of the bids and aggregated amount of the offers of the VPP

members:

MIN

(

distance

(

Ebid ,
∑N+M

i=1
τi ∗ E

i
offer

))

(24)

The cost of the energy aggregated by the VPP is minimized

by selecting and updating the member with the prosumers

with the best price offers while meeting the energy con-

straints:

MIN

(

∑M+N

i=1
τi ∗ P

i
offer

)

(25)

TABLE 2. Mapping variable of VPP construction to the Knapsack problem.

The optimization problem, in this case, is of type Pure

Integer Non-Linear Program, due to the non-linearity of the

objective function and binary values of the Ŵ[i] array, con-

tains linear and non-linear equations [38], [39]. We map the

optimization problem to a variant of the decision problem

of the Knapsack problem [40], which aims to determine the

maximum value V that can be packed in a knapsack without

exceeding the maximum allowed weight W of the knapsack

(see Table 2).

The VPP construction optimization decentralization in a

peer-to-peer energy trading network is inspired by the recur-

sive implementation of a greedy algorithm for solving the

Knapsack problem proposed in [41], [42] that either checks

the solution with an item or discards the item and tries with

a next item. This recursive implementation is suitable for

blockchain decentralization where each prosumer acts as a

node in the network, sends and receives joint VPP requests,

and offers and finally creates a hierarchical structure of a root

VPP like the call-tree of a recursive function. The following

section will show the smart contract implementation of the

proposed hierarchical VPP construction algorithm.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACTS

We have defined a public blockchain-based solution in which

the small-scale prosumers are registered as peer nodes of

the network and their monitored energy values are stored as

energy transactions into the chain. Each prosumer is required

to have an Ethereum node installed on-premises: either a

full node deployed on a desktop computer or a light node

deployed on a small single-board computer. The light nodes

will only store headers of the blocks providing enough infor-

mation to validate the consistency of the chain [43].

A prosumer has a smart contract that is associated with

the smart meter and is used to manage in a decentralized

manner the virtual aggregation and membership in VPP (see

Figure 2). The contract will register the prosumer energy

transactions on the chain, by signing them and then broad-

casting them across the entire network. To enable this each

prosumer must have a pair of public-private keys. The private

key is used to sign the transaction, and the public key is

used to generate the address that will pseudo-anonymously

represent the smart energy meter in the blockchain network.

This association and connection with the blockchain network

are managed by the device on which the Ethereum node runs.
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FIGURE 2. Ethereum node deployment and energy trasnactions registrion
on blockchain.

FIGURE 3. VPPs hierarchical structure.

We consider that each smart energymeter associated with a

prosumer collects monitored energy data at each timestep t ∈

T . The device running the Ethereum node generates energy

transactions aggregates the monitored energy values over an

interval and signs the energy transaction with the private key.

Consequently, the energy transaction will be signed with the

prosumer’s private key, while the recipient of the transaction

is the smart contract associated with the smart energy meter.

The VPP is constructed incrementally following a hier-

archical structure in which the VPPs on higher layers are

built from other smaller scale VPPs or prosumers from lower

layers (see Figure 3).

The Physical and Network Layer of the hierarchy will con-

tain only prosumers which are the peer nodes in a blockchain

graph, where the edges represent the connections among

them. In terms of connectivity, it is a complete graph because

all pairs of prosumers are connected using the distributed

ledger feature of block replication in all network nodes.

The layers on top will virtually aggregate them until a VPP

Algorithm 1 Smart Contract Prosumer: New VPP Initializa-

tion
1: Input:msg.sender andmsg.value - blockchain variable

used to identify the address signing the transaction and

amount of Wei transferred; startTime and endTime -

interval of the VPP construction; quantity - the amount

of energy required by the new initiated VPP; price - the

price per unit that the initiator is willing to pay; _vpp-

Grid - smart contract state {INACTIVE, AUCTION,

EXCHANGE}.

2: Output: _vppGrid contract state is initialized to AUC-

TION; a request to join the VPP is sent to all prosumers.

3: Begin

4: require (msg.sender == prosumerContract)

5: require (msg.value > price ∗ quantity)

6: require (_vppGrid.active == INACTIVE)

7: _vppGrid.active = AUCTION

8: _vppGrid.emptyProsumerList ()

9: notifyAllProsumers (price, quantity, startTime,

endTime)

10: End

fulfilling the energy service requirements is obtained at the

root of the hierarchy.

The prosumers associated smart contracts aim at construct-

ing Virtual Layers of VPP following a tree-like structure

to fulfill the energy service level constraints while meeting

the prosumers’ local constraints. The prosumer will either

become a member of an intermediary VPP or will initiate the

construction of a VPP that will deliver the service.

Any prosumer can initiate the construction of a VPP for

energy service delivery interval (see Algorithm 1). Anyway,

a prosumer is not allowed to initiate the construction of more

than one VPP for the same service delivery (lines 1 and 6).

The main reason for imposing this constraint is the fairness

of the process assuring equal chances for all prosumers in

initiating and building a VPP. If more VPPs could have

been instantiated by the same prosumer we may have ricked

in a situation in which a wealthy prosumer may have the

necessary tokens to dominate the VPP initiations processes

by instantiating lots of newVPPs. This situation is commonly

referred to as the ‘‘rich getting richer’’ problem. Also, there

may be a case where a prosumer will want to create different

hierarchies by publishing successive bids request with lower

prices for the same energy service.

To initiate a VPP construction a prosumer smart contract

will deposit tokens with the total amount that will have to

be given to the potential VPP members for successful ser-

vice delivery (see line 7). This acts as a security mechanism

ensuring that it has a stake committed in the process and that

at the end of the delivery session, the smart contract has the

necessary money to pay the enrolled prosumers. The initiator

generates a bid request notifying all the other peers that it is

waiting for offers to join a new VPP (lines 7 and 9) and the

managing contract state is changed to AUCTION.
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Algorithm 2 Smart Contract Prosumer: Register Join VPP

Offer
1: Input:msg.sender andmsg.value - blockchain variable

used to identify the prosumer address and amount of

Wei transferred in the transaction; quantity and price -

quantity of energy the prosumer is willing to deliver,

and the price unit.

2: Output: _vppGrid - update contract state variable;

adds the prosumer participant to the VPP.

3: Begin

4: require (msg.value > price ∗ quantity)

5: require (_vppGrid.sTime ≤ cTime

≤_vppGrid.eTime)

6: _vppGrid.pushBackProsumer(msg.sender, price,

quantity)

7: newProsumer = _vppGrid.getLastProsumer ()

8: sortP = OrderedByPriceDesc

(_vppGrid.getProsumers())

9: For each prosumer in sortP do

10: If (newProsumer.price < prosumer.price) then

11: swap (newProsumer, prosumer)

12: End if

13: End for

14: End

The bid request is registered as a transaction on the

blockchain. It contains the price per unit of energy, service

constraints such as the amount of energy and interval for

delivery, and the address of the prosumer smart contract that

had initiated the VPP. The transaction signature is validated

to ensure that only the transactions signed with the private

key owned by the contract’s owner are considered, thus pre-

venting any malicious activity.

A prosumer may participate in the construction of several

VPPs if it meets the constraints specified by the bid. To join a

VPP a prosumer must respond with an offer that contains the

energy service level values that it is willing to deliver (e.g. the

amount of energy and price unit).

Upon receiving a join energy service offer from a pro-

sumer, the smart contract of the VPP initiator validates that

is meeting the request constraints (see Algorithm 2). If vali-

dation is successful, it registers the tokens deposit associated

with the prosumer offer to secure its fairness in the trading

process. Afterward, the contract registers the offer and adds

the prosumer or smaller scale VPP to the list of members.

Finally, it runs the energy rebalance algorithm to check if

the VPP meets the requested energy service level constraints

(lines 5-12).

The energy re-balance algorithm evaluates the state of the

VPP each time a new offer for joining the VPP is registered.

While the VPP is still accepting offers, its members are sorted

in ascending order by their price per unit of energy, inde-

pendent of the offered quantity, from left to right (cheapest

price is the leftmost offer). When a new prosumer joins its

service offer will be placed in the rightmost position. The

Algorithm 3 Smart Contract VPP: Energy Settlement

1: Input: msg.sender - blockchain variable used to iden-

tify the VPP initiator address

2: Output: _vppGrid – update state to EXCHANGE and

returns the list of VPP prosumers

3: Begin

4: require (msg.sender == prosumerContract);

5: require (_vppGrid.active == AUCTION);

6: require (now > _vppGrid.endTime)

7: _vppGrid.active = EXCHANGE; vppEnergy = 0;

8: maxEnergy = _vppGrid.quantity

9: For each prosumer in _vppGrid.getProsumers() do

10: prosumer.energySettlement()

11: vppEnergy + = prosumer.quantity

12: If (currentVPPEnergy > maxEnergy) then

13: partiallyMatch (prosumer, vppEnergy, maxEnergy)

14: _vppGrid.matchParticipants.add

(partiallyProsumer)

15: Else

16: _vppGrid.matchParticipants.add (prosumer)

17: End if

18: End for

19: End

more expensive offers are shifted to the left and an insert

operation like the insertion sort algorithm is applied. Due

to its simplicity and low complexity, this algorithm runs

efficiently on the blockchain.

Algorithm 3 presents the energy settlement of the VPP con-

struction process. At the end of the VPP construction interval

(see lines 9-18) the root of the hierarchy will evaluate and

finalize the construction session. When the VPP construction

session finishes, the algorithm will return the first offers

(from left to right) that can deliver the total amount of energy

expected by the VPP. The list of members is determined by

taking the first prosumers that sum the total quantity. The last

prosumer’s quantity of energy is split if the total sum is greater

than the energy requested by the VPP (lines 12-14). The smart

contract security validation can be seen on lines 4-6.

Finally, the actual delivery of energy is registered using

prosumers associated smart meters and the financial settle-

ment of prosumers accounts is conducted (see Algorithm 4).

The smart contract is called only by the root of the hierarchy

and will conduct the settlement recursively on all levels. Let’s

consider a prosumer acting as the initiator of a virtual layer

h − 1 in the hierarchy. The parent VPP smart contract from

layer hwill change its child VPPs state to INACTIVE enforc-

ing them to conduct the energy and financial delivery check

on layer h − 1. The contract on level h − 1 will change the

state of all their children contracts on the h−2 level enforcing

the settlement, and so on. When the calls reach the bottom

level of the hierarchy the state of the VPP hierarchy will

be sealed. Considering the actual monitored energy delivery

values, the energy aggregation at virtual layers will be done in
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Algorithm 4 Smart Contract VPP: Delivery Tracking and

Financial Settlement
1: Input: msg.sender - blockchain variable used to iden-

tify the VPP initiator address.

2: Output: _vppGrid: the state is updated to INACTIVE;

delivery of energy and financial settlement of pro-

sumers wallets.

3: Begin

4: require (msg.sender == prosumerContract)

5: require (_vppGrid.active == EXCHANGE)

6: For each prosumer in _vpp

Grid.matchedProsumers() do

7: prosumer.financialSettlement()

8: If prosumer.monitoredValues < prosumer.quantity

then

9: diff = prosumer.quantity − prosumer.

monitoredValues

10: prosumer.splitDeposit(diff)

11: End if

12: End for

13: _vppGrid.active = INACTIVE

14: End

a bottom-up manner. Finally, the top-level VPP will start the

financial settlement, which is done similarly by recursively

invoking the smart contract method for every child node on

all levels.

The interaction among smart contracts involved in a hier-

archical VPP structure is depicted in Figure 4. We have

considered the need for additional capacity from a BRP to

deal with an imbalance in the day-ahead market. A prosumer

tries to aggregate that energy by initiating the construction of

the hierarchical VPP. The prosumer will become the initiator

of VPP, the root of the hierarchical structure and will wait for

offers from others to join. Using their smart contracts, other

prosumers will publish join energy service offers during VPP

construction sessions.

Based on the energy service requirements, all notified

prosumers can compete for a place in the VPP hierarchy,

either as individual prosumers or as part of new lower level

VPPs. In both cases, a prosumer will offer a price per energy

unit for an amount of energy it may deliver. If a prosumer

decides to join as a part of lower-level VPP it will become

an internal node of the network. If it opts to join individually,

the prosumer becomes a leaf in the network.

Each offer received by a higher layer VPP level will trigger

the energy rebalance to improve its member lists. The root

VPP will stop the construction session by calling the energy

statement function for each of its children nodes. The function

will be called recursively at each layer of the hierarchy. All

VPPs will evaluate the promised energy for each of their chil-

dren until reaching the individual prosumers. The prosumers

that had their offers rejected by their parent VPP will get

the deposits back, while the prosumers with offers partially

FIGURE 4. VPP hierarchical structure construction process.

accepted will get a percentage of the deposit, equal to the

percentage of the quantity of energy not matched.

After monitoring the prosumers’ energy delivery, each par-

ent VPP will conduct the settlement from a financial perspec-

tive. During the service delivery timeframe, each prosumer

smart contract will track and register the monitored energy

values (i.e. the actual amount of energy delivered). The mon-

itored energy values will be registered as transactions in the

blockchain. At the end of the delivery interval, they will be

used by the parent VPP for paying the prosumers for the

energy.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To validate our blockchain solution for decentralized VPP

construction and management we have implemented a proof

of concept prototype using Ethereum [44]. The smart con-

tracts have been implemented in Solidity and Ether (i.e.

Wei subdivision) [45] was used as the coin for energy

payments.

In our experiments, we have considered a set of small

prosumers, their energy production profiles being taken

from [46] which contains 4 years of data with a 15-minute

sampling rate. The price per energy unit of energy requested

by prosumers to join the VPPs is randomly generated in a
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TABLE 3. Prosumers characteristics.

FIGURE 5. Prosumers clustering based on their energy profiles.

1-10 range of values. Table 3 presents the characteristics of

the prosumers used in the validation process.

Figure 5 presents the prosumers’ energy profiles clustered

according to the total quantity of energy theymay deliver. The

colors are used to represent each of the considered clusters:

blue prosumers with energy in the interval [1,9] kWh, red pro-

sumers with energy in the interval [10,18] kWh, and orange

prosumers with energy in the interval [19,26] kWh.

We have considered a scenario in which the BRP publishes

a request for the energy of 300 kWh and 0,05 Euro /kWh

(around 10^14 Wei) in the intra-day market with the deadline

for submitting offers of 1 hour. No single prosumer can meet

this request, thus, to deliver the expected amount of energy,

the prosumers will need to be aggregated virtually in a VPP.

Several prosumers are initiating the construction of a VPP

able to deliver the required amount of energy. Figure 6

presents the VPP structure that has been successfully con-

structed by running the prosumers associated smart contracts.

For each newVPP in the hierarchy, the prosumer initiating the

VPP publishes a request for a specific amount of energy (Q)

and associated price for delivery (P).

In this case, reported the prosumer initiating the con-

structed VPP issues a bid request of 300 KWh at 10^14 Wei

per unit. In parallel to this root VPP, other producers will

initiate VPPs with smaller quantity requests.

The arrows show VPP initialization transactions by a pro-

sumer and lines represent the join transactions between a VPP

and its members.

The new offer will join the VPP and will replace the most

expensive offers from the matched member list. VPP7 and

VPP4 (marked with red in Figure 6) will be considered by

the root VPP, due to their high price per unit and their offer

FIGURE 6. VPP structure successfully constructed to meet the request.

FIGURE 7. VPP construction main phases.

request time, which was later than other VPP with same price

per unit. VPP6 is selected as the highest priced matched offer.

It will deliver just a percentage of its offer since the amount is

greater than the remaining request-quantity that needs to be

filled.

Each VPP in the hierarchy is responsible for managing its

members. The offers to join aremanaged by sorting and rebal-

ancing theVPPmembers to optimize the total energy price for

energy. Although the prices are randomly generated, the VPP

manages to integrate the prosumers optimally considering

their price, even if the requests are sent unordered in the same

mined block. In this way, the cost of energy service delivery

is minimized if the AUCTION state of the corresponding

contract is ACTIVE. Initially, theVPP has nomembers, so the

total energy and price to be paid by VPP are 0. The total price

will increase every time a new offer is received until the total

quantity of energy is reached (i.e. Energy Aggregation phase

in Figure 7). When the total amount of energy requested by

the VPP is reached, the new offers registered are considered

only if the price per unit is lower than of already matched

offers (i.e. Price Optimization phase in Figure 7).
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FIGURE 8. Total price evolution for intermediate VPP.

Figure 8 shows that the total price evolution follows the

same pattern for all VPPs created in the hierarchy. When the

energy demand is meet and the energy aggregation phase is

over, new offers from prosumers will be considered only if

they lead to a decrease in the total price (e.g. VPPs with ids

8, 9, 4, and 10 in Figure 8). In case the received offers are not

better in terms of price than the ones already accepted in the

aggregation phase, they will be refused, and the total price

will remain constant (e.g. VPPs with ids 5, 9, 3, 7, and 2 in

Figure 8).

Next, we have evaluated the lightness of our decentralized

solution on the Ethereum public blockchain considering gas

consumed and transaction throughput. Since the algorithm is

entirely run by smart contracts, the scalability of the solution

can be problematic on public blockchains, where the total

gas used per block is limited by the network. Thus, we have

compared our results with the public networks ones. In our

experiments, we have considered the default configuration of

the Ethereum Proof of Authority, having a 15 seconds block

mining time and 11372093 gas limit per block [47].

The throughput of the blockchain system (transactions/

block) is calculated as the maximum number of transactions

to be included in a block. To determine this value for the

energy transactions required for the VPPs construction the

following formula has been used:

Throughput = (BlockgasLimit/TXgas) (26)

We have run scenarioswith different hierarchical structures

using the energy profiles of prosumers from [46]. We have

varied several parameters like the number of layers in the

hierarchy and the maximum number of members in a VPP.

Table 4 summarizes the results obtained for each type of

operation defined by our decentralized solution.

Figure 9 shows the transaction throughput and the gas

consumption in case of having new prosumers joining a VPP.

The smart contracts used to securely insert new join energy

offers as transactions in the blockchain are only calling the

smart contract of the VPP initiator thus the number of layers

in the tree will not affect the gas consumed by the transaction.

Anyway, in terms of gas consumption, the prosumers, and

VPPs on lower layers will pay the gas proportional to the

TABLE 4. Transactions throughput and gas consumption results.

FIGURE 9. Join a VPP offer: Gas/Transaction (LEFT) and throughput
(RIGHT).

size of the VPP they want to join. The enrolment with a

VPP that already has 200 prosumers is feasible on the public

blockchain in terms of transaction throughput, but the cost

associated with the transactions will consume up to 1/5 of

the total gas per block. At the same, it is independent of the

number of layers in the VPP hierarchy because the parent

VPP smart contract is the only one invoked. Thus, only the

caller smart contract and the called contract will suffer a

state update. Thus, a balance should be found between VPP

hierarchical structure depth and the number of prosumers in

the VPP for gas consumption minimization.

The energy settlement of the VPP hierarchy is dependent

on the number of members in the intermediary VPPs and

on the number of layers. The reason is the recursive calls

necessary for stopping the AUCTION of each VPP smart

contract from an intermediary layer and conducting the settle-

ment. The throughput (i.e. number of transactions per block)

for conducting the energy settlement of the VPP hierarchy

is shown in Figure 10. Both the total number of members

and the layers of the VPP network has been considered as

variables.

The results are highly dependent on the height of the VPP

structure, and on the number of members in the VPPs from

intermediary levels. The throughput drops up to almost two

transactions per block when the number of the prosumer

in a VPP reaches 200 and the hierarchical structure has

five layers. Although throughput is low at a maximum of 2
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FIGURE 10. Energy settlement: transaction throughput variation with
number of layers in in VPP hierarchy.

FIGURE 11. Energy settlement: gas consumption per transaction variation
with number of layers in the VPP hierarchy.

transactions per block, this algorithm is called only once, after

1 hour for the VPP root initialization, so it will be securely

registered on the blockchain.

Figure 11 shows, the energy settlement increases the trans-

action cost in terms of gas consumption linearly with both

the number of members in VPPs and layers of the structure.

However, in the case of energy settlement, the height of the

tree is a critical variable for gas consumption.

In the case of energy delivery tracking and financial set-

tlement, two types of functions are responsible to monitor

the energy delivered by prosumers and making the necessary

payments into their wallets. They are called by the smart

contracts starting with the root of the hierarchy. As shown

in Figure 12, the throughput, in this case, has lower depend-

ability on the height of the VPP structure, but it has high

dependability on the total number of prosumers in the inter-

mediary VPPs.

When such a VPP reaches 150 members, the throughput

is close to 1, which means that we reached the maximum

number of members that an intermediary VPP can be sus-

tained on a public blockchain such as Ethereum. Anyway,

the allocation of prosumers in intermediary VPPs goes hand

in handwith blockchain shardingmechanisms [48] which can

be a solution for increasing the transaction throughput. In this

case, the energy transactions among prosumers are isolated to

FIGURE 12. Financial settlement: throughput.

FIGURE 13. Financial settlement: Gas/Transaction.

the level of a shard delimitated by the membership in a VPP.

The improvement comes because of introducing VPPs as

clusters of prosumers responsible for the energy transactions.

By splitting the energy transactions into different VPPs and

parallelizing the validation and sealing of these transactions,

higher transaction throughput is obtained.

Even though the overhead is significant, the financial set-

tlement will be called once at the end of the delivery interval,

so it is feasible to be run a public blockchain. As described,

the height can change the gas consumption but with an

insignificant amount compared to the number of members

in the VPP. Another solution is to use a private deployment.

In this case, the maximum amount of gas per mined block

that needs to be set to support 200 prosumers in a single VPP

with 5 layers is about16000000 gas (see Figure 13).

We have compared the proposed public blockchain-based

solution with an edge-fog solution described in [46].We eval-

uate the time needed to construct the VPP of the two solutions

for several prosumers ranging from 5 up to 170.

In the first experiment, the execution time for constructing

a VPP from a set of join offers that are placed simultane-

ously (see Figure 14). In the edge-fog solution, the VPP

is constructed by solving a global optimization problem at

the fog level needing all join offers from prosumers before

starting the computation. Opposed to this, our decentralized

solution computes the VPP structure iteratively building the

hierarchical structure step-by-step as each offer is received
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FIGURE 14. VPP construction runtime in case of simultaneous submission
of prosumers join offers.

FIGURE 15. VPP construction runtime in case of even distribution of
offers over a submission interval of 1 hour.

and the prosumer is added to the solution. The time needed to

construct the VPP in a decentralized greedy manner is better

than the time needed with a global solver.

The second experiment evaluates the impact of the even

distribution of the join offers during an interval on the VPP

construction runtime. Figure 15 shows that for the decentral-

ized solution, if the prosumers place join VPP offers evenly

over 1 hour, only 15 seconds are needed to generate a solution

after the last join offer is sent, regardless of the number of

prosumers involved.

This corresponds to the mining time of the blockchain

block that contains the join offer transaction of the last

prosumer. However, in the case of the edge-fog solution,

the actual offering interval decreases continuously due to the

increasing solving time of the global optimization problem,

reaching around 5 minutes for 170 prosumers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a public blockchain-based solu-

tion for constructing and managing VPPs of small-scale

prosumers to meet energy services requirements. The VPP

construction is iteratively and uses a hierarchical structure

in which the VPPs on higher layers are built from smaller

VPPs or prosumers from lower layers. The prosumers act

as peer nodes of the public blockchain network and their

monitored energy values are registered as transactions into

the chain. A model of the VPP construction process has been

introduced considering both prosumer land service level con-

straints and model decentralization is achieved using smart

contracts. On the blockchain, smart contracts are used for

implementing a lightweight version of the VPP construction

process, energy delivery tracking, and financial settlement.

To validate our proposed solution, we have implemented

a proof of concept prototype using Ethereum and we have

used a data set of prosumers energy profiles. Reasonable

values for transaction throughput and gas consumption are

obtained. The results show the feasibility of the proposed

solution on a public blockchain of up to 150 prosumers in

a VPP in the hierarchy due to the high gas consumption of

the financial settlement procedure call. For a higher number

of prosumers, the sharding of the public blockchain should

be considered following the hierarchical VPP structure and

clusters of prosumers. Also, a private blockchain deploy-

ment may be considered. Even if the throughput of energy

and financial settlement indicates a very high percentage of

gas used inside a mined block, the minimum time inter-

val for securely registering the energy transactions is much

under the time between the actual calls of smart contract

functions.
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